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SOLVED QUESTION PAPER (EXAM HELD IN MARCH-2022) / 1

Time: 3 Hours ] [ Maximum Marks: 100

Note : Attempt any five questions. Attempt at least two questions from each Section. All questions carry
equal marks.

SECTION–I
Q. 1. Analyse nature and pattern of growth of

chiefdoms in Tamilkam.
Ans. Ref.: See Chapter-1, Page No. 4,

Chiefdoms of Tamilakam’ and Page No. 7, Q. No. 2.
Q. 2. State the sources that deal with the

statecraft in the Sultanate period. Compare the
style of Fakhr-i-Mudabbir and Ziauddin Barani
on statecraft.

Ans. Ref.: See Chapter-8, Page No. 49, Q. No. 1.
Q. 3. Write a note on the Mughal theory of

sovereignty.
Ans. Ref.: See Chapter-10, Page No. 62, Q. No. 1.
Q. 4. Examine the nature of legitimisation of

political authority by the eighteenth century
successor states.

Ans. Ref.: See Chapter-12, Page No. 72, Q. No. 2.
Q. 5. Write short notes on the following:
(a) Vishnukundis
Ans. Ref.: See Chapter-4, Page No. 24,

‘The Vishnukundis’.
(b) Portuguese seaborne trade
Ans. Ref.: See Chapter-13, Page No. 77,

Q. No. 2.
(c) Bahmani Kingdom
Ans. Ref.: See Chapter-9, Page No. 53,

‘Bahmani Kingdom’
(d) Codification of laws by the colonical state

and its implications.
Ans. Ref.: See Chapter-18, Page No. 108,

‘Classification of Law’.
SECTION–II

Q. 6. Critically examine the Pallava polity on
the basis of Prasati tradition.

Ans. The Pallava dynasty was an Indian dynasty
that existed from 275 CE to 897 CE, ruling a
significant portion of southern India also known as
Tondaimandalam. They gained prominence after the

downfall of the Satavahana dynasty, with whom they
had formerly served as feudatories.

The Pallavas became a major power during the
reign of Mahendravarman I (600-630 CE) and
Narasimhavarman I (630-668 CE), and dominated
the southern Telugu Region and the northern parts
of the Tamil region for about 600 years, until the
end of the 9th century. Throughout their reign, they
remained in constant conflict with both the
Chalukyas of Badami in the north, and the Tamil
kingdoms of Chola and Pandyas in the south. The
Pallavas were finally defeated by the Chola ruler
Aditya I in the 9th century CE.

The Pallavas are most noted for their patronage
of architecture, the finest example being the Shore
Temple, a UNESCO World Heritage Site in
Mamallapuram. Kancheepuram served as the capi-
tal of the Pallava kingdom. The dynasty left behind
magnificent sculptures and temples, and are
recognised to have established the foundations of
medieval South Indian architecture. They developed
the Pallava script, from which Grantha ultimately
took form. This script eventually gave rise to sev-
eral other Southeast Asian scripts such Khmer. The
Chinese traveller Xuanzang visited Kanchipuram
during Pallava rule and extolled their benign rule.

A serious debate is going on about the origin
and homeland of the Pallavas. Primarily there are
two theories, (i) foreign, and (ii) indigenous, about
their origin. Lewis Rice based on the resemblance
of the words Pallavas and Pahlavas concludes that
the Pallavas were the descendants of the Pahlavas, a
branch of the Persians and argues that the word
Pallava is a Sanskritized form of ‘Pahlavas’.

On the other hand, N. Srinivasa Ayyangar main-
tains that the Pallavas were of Naga origin based on

( Solved )
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a reference to Naga-Chola alliance in Manimekhalai,
which appears to be more realistic given the fact that
Nagas in the reference can be adduced to the Andhras
and the early Pallavas ruled the region of the lower
Krishna valley. K.P. Jaiswal who regards Pallavas as
a branch of the Vakatakas further strengthens this
theory. R. Sathianatha Iyer relying on the Asokan
epigraphs and on the prevalence of the regional names
like Pulinada, Puliyaraw in Tondaimandalam, con-
siders them as Pulindas.

On the basis of the fact that the early Pallava
epigraphs are found in Andhra region, K.A.N. Sastri,
R. Gopalan and C. Meenakshi consider them as chief-
tains under the Satavahanas who became indepen-
dent after the decline of the Satavahanas. Contrast-
ing the above identification, R. Raghava lyangar and
S. Krishnaswamy lyangar are of the opinion that they
are Tamils, basing their arguments on the informa-
tion furnished by the epic Manimekhalai Tondaiyar
is the name given to the Pallavas by Thirmangai
Alwar.

Prashasti is an Indian genre of inscriptions com-
posed by poets in praise of their rulers. Most date
from the 6th century CE onwards. Written in the form
of poetry or ornate prose, the prashastis stereotypi-
cally constructed a genealogy, the ruler’s attributes,
eulogize victories, piety and typically ended with one
or more announcements of generous gifts and rewards
he has given. They differ from the so-called “Cultic”
genre of Indian inscriptions which praise a deity, re-
ligious founder (Buddha, Tirthankara, sub-tradition
of Hinduism), guru, or sages then typically announces
gifts or donations to a monastery, school, temple or a
generous cause In some epigraphic literature, a
prashasti is considered synonymous with a kirti or
purva, and is related to the word kirtana which im-
plies “songs and praises of” someone or a deity.

The prashastis generally contained ornate titles,
links to mythical legends or comparisons to deities,
and often fabricated stories about wars, victories, loot
and attributes. For example, they would create gene-
alogies of the rulers linked to solar or lunar dynas-
ties, and in their praise allude to legendary heroes
from Indian myths and legends such as those found
in Epics and the Puranas.

Q. 7. Discuss briefly the Vyavaha Padas given
by Manu as sources of law.

Ans. Manu-smriti is the popular name of the
work, which is officially known as Manava-dharma-

shastra. It is attributed to the legendary first man and
lawgiver, Manu. The received text dates from circa
100 CE.

The Manu-smriti prescribes to Hindus their
dharma – i.e., that set of obligations incumbent on
each as a member of one of the four social classes
(varnas) and engaged in one of the four stages of life
(ashramas). It contains 12 chapters of stanzas, which
total 2,694. It deals with cosmogony; the definition
of the dharma; the sacraments (samskaras); initiation
(upanayana) and the study of the Vedas (the sacred
texts of Hinduism); marriage, hospitality, funeral rites,
dietary restrictions, pollution, and means of
purification; the conduct of women and wives; and
the law of kings. The last leads to a consideration of
matters of juridical interest, divided under 18
headings, after which the text returns to religious
topics such as charity, rites of reparation, the doctrine
of karma, the soul, and hell. The text makes no
categorical distinction between religious law and
practices and secular law. Its influence on all aspects
of Hindu thought, particularly the justification of the
caste system, has been profound.

Most sacred scriptures were originally oral and
were passed down through memorization from
generation to generation until they were finally
committed to writing. A few are still preserved orally,
such as the hymns of Native Americans. Many bear
the unmistakable marks of their oral origin and can
best be understood when recited aloud; in fact, it is
still held by many Hindus and Buddhists that their
scriptures lack, when read silently, the meaning and
significance they have when recited aloud, for the
human voice is believed to add to the recited texts
dimensions of truth and power not readily grasped by
the solitary reader.

Not all scriptures, however, were originally oral,
nor were they in all parts directly effectual in rituals
that sought the granting of magical and spiritual
powers. The greater part of recorded scripture has
either a narrative or an expository character. The types
of sacred and semisacred texts are, in fact, many and
varied. Besides magical runes (ancient Germanic
alphabet characters) and spells from primitive and
ancient sources, they include hymns, prayers, chants,
myths, stories about gods and heroes, epics, fables,
sacred laws, directions for the conduct of rituals, the
original teachings of major religious figures,
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expositions of these teachings, moral anecdotes,
dialogues of seers and sages, and philosophical
discussions. In fact, scriptures include every form of
literature capable of expressing religious feeling or
conviction.

There exists a large body of literature that
possesses less of the aura of true scripture than the
works just noted. They are interpretations about
divine truth and divine commands, or stories that
illustrate how persons, exalted or lowly, have acted
(with or without awareness) in response to a divine
stimulus. They are, in effect, supportive of true
scripture.

Q. 8. Analyse the growth of Nayaka system
under the Vijayanagara rulers.

Ans. Ref.: See Chapter-20, Page No. 129,
Q. No. 1 and Page No. 121, ‘Nayaka System’.

Q. 9. How did the establishment of railways
help in the conquest and administration of India?

Ans. Ref.: See Chapter-24, Page No. 147,
Q. No. 1.

Q. 10. Write short notes on the following:
(a) Satavahanas
Ans. Ref.: See Chapter-3, Page No. 17,

‘Nature of Satavahana State’.
(b) Revenue grants during the Mughals
Ans. Ref.: See Chapter-21, Page No. 127,

‘Reworking the Revenue System’.
(c) Development of a new Subedari in Awadh
Ans. Ref.: See Chapter-11, Page No. 68,

‘Awadh’.

(d) Permanent Settlement
Ans. The British Parliament has passed Acts in

1773 and in 1784 to bring the East India Company
under the control of a British Government minister.
Lord Cornwallis was given the task of reforming
British administration in India. His greatest
achievement in India was the reorganisation of the
land taxation, known as permanent settlement of
1793. It was an agreement between the East India
Company and Bengali landlords to fix revenues to
be raised from land, with far-reaching consequences
for both agricultural methods and productivity in the
entire empire and the political realities of the Indian
Countryside.

Agricultural land in Bengal was cultivated by a
large number of small farmers, who paid rent to a
group of zamindars. Under the Mughals, the
government had collected taxes from the zamindars.
The East India Compamy, however had tried to set
aside the zamindars, and collect land taxes either
directly through company officials, or through
revenue farmers, who collected the rent from
peasants and paid a lump-sum to the government.
The new system led to widespread corruption, and
the peasants suffered severely. Cornwallis decided
to go back to the old mughal system. He granted
legal ownership of their land to the zamindars. In
return, they had to pay the government 90 per cent
of the rent which they collected from the farmers.
These arrangements were to last forever, hence it is
called ‘Permanent Settlement’.
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Time: 3 Hours ] [ Maximum Marks: 100

Note : Attempt any five questions. Attempt at least two questions from each Section. All questions carry
equal marks.

SECTION – I
Q. 1. Analyse the factors that led to the rise of

territorial states in the age of Buddha.
Ans. Ref.: See Chapter-2, Page No. 9,

‘Age of Buddha : Origin of Territorial States’.
Q. 2. Critically analyse various approaches

about periodisation in the context of transition to
early medieval India.

Ans. Ref.: See Chapter-5, Page No. 30,
‘Approaches of the Study of Early Medieval Polity’.

Q. 3. Write a critical note on the eighteenth
century debate.

Ans. Ref.: See Chapter-11, Page No. 69,
Q. No. 1.

Q. 4. Discuss emergence of the French power
in India. Analyse their commercial interests and
political interventions in India.

Ans. Ref.: See Chapter-13, Page No. 76,
Q. No. 1, Page No. 77, Q. No. 1 and Page No. 78,
Q. No. 2.

Q. 5. Write short notes on the following:
(a) Indo-Greeks
Ans. Greeks first began to settle the

Northwestern part of the Indian subcontinent during
the time of the Persian Achaemenid empire. Darius
the Great conquered the area, but along with his
successors also conquered much of the Greek world,
which at the time included all of the western Anatolian
peninsula (which would someday be Turkey). When
Greek villages rebelled under the Persian yoke, they
were sometimes ethnically cleansed, by relocation to
the far side of the empire. Thus there came to be many
Greek communities in the Indian parts of the Persian
empire.

In the Fourth Century BC, Alexander the Great
defeated and conquered the Persian empire. In 326

BC, this included the northwestern part of the Indian
subcontinent as far as the Hyphasis River. Alexander
established satrapies and founded several
settlements, including Bucephala; he turned south
when his troops refused to go further east. The Indian
satrapies of the Punjab were left to the rule of Porus
and Taxiles, who were confirmed again at the Treaty
of Triparadisus in 321 BC, and the remaining Greek
troops in these satrapies were left under the command
of Alexander’s general Eudemus. After 321 BC
Eudemus toppled Taxiles, until he left India in 316
BC. To the south, another general also ruled over
the Greek colonies of the Indus: Peithon, son of
Agenor, until his departure for Babylon in 316 BC.

Around 322 BC, the Greeks (described as Yona
or Yavana in Indian sources) may then have
participated, together with other groups, in the
uprising of Chandragupta Maurya against the Nanda
Dynasty, and gone as far as Pataliputra for the capture
of the city from the Nandas. The Mudrarakshasa of
Visakhadutta as well as the Jaina work Parisishta-
parvan talk of Chandragupta’s alliance with the
Himalayan king Parvatka, often identified with
Porus, and according to these accounts, this alliance
gave Chandragupta a composite and powerful army
made up of Yavanas (Greeks), Kambojas, Shakas
(Scythians), Kiratas (Nepalese), Parasikas (Persians)
and Bahlikas (Bactrians) who took Pataliputra.

(b) Hyderabad State
Ans. Ref.: See Chapter-11, Page No. 66,

‘Hyderabad’.
(c) Kingdom of Malwa
Ans. Ref.: See Chapter-9, Page No. 54,

‘The Kingdom of Malwa’.
(d) Mechanism of Colonial Control Over

Princely States
Ans. Ref.: See Chapter-15, Page No. 89,

Q. No. 1.

( Solved )
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SECTION – II
Q. 6. Examine the working of the Ur and Nadu

under the Cholas.
Ans. Ref.: See Chapter-7, Page No. 42,

‘Local Groups: The Basis of Power’.
Q. 7. Write a note on the administration of

the Mauryans.
Ans. Ref.: See Chapter-16, Page No. 94,

‘Administration of the Mauryans’.
Q. 8. Discuss the evolution of the

administrative structures under the Delhi Sultans.
Ans. Ref.: See Chapter-19, Page No. 114,

‘Evolution of the Administrative Apparatus of the
Delhi Sultanate’.

Q. 9. Give a brief account of the Orientalist
and Evangelical understanding of the Indian socio-
political system.

Ans. Ref.: See Chapter-23, Page No. 142,
Q. No. 1.

Q. 10. Write short notes on the following:
(a) Rashtrakutas
Ans. The Rashtrakutas were ruling over the parts

located in the Deccan. They wanted to get control
over the parts of Northern India. Therefore, the Palas,
Pratiharas and Rashtrakutas came into conflict with
one another. This very conflict is famous as the
tripartite struggle in the history of India aimed at
getting control over North India. Dhruva was the most
powerful king in the time of the Rashtrakuta kings.
He, first of all, defeated Vatsraja, the Pratihara king
and then attacked the Pala king Dharmpala and finally
defeated him. The Ganga, Yamuna Doab was the area
of this conflict and is know as the tripartite struggles’
which left several implications on the history of
modern political trends in the sub-continent.

In the beginning the Rashtrakutas emerged as a
successful ruler but after his death degeneration set
in the Rashtrakutas dynasty. Govinda was proved to
be a weak ruler and he was always engaged in the

wars with a group of 12 kings. The Pala rulers,
Dharmpala exploited the prevailing situations and
emerged as the most powerful ruler of North India.
Of course, his authority was accepted by the rulers of
North India.

(b) Wizarat
Ans. Ref.: See Chapter-19, Page No. 115,

‘Wizarat’.
(c) Colin Mackenzie’s Surveys
Ans. In 1799, Mackenzie was part of the British

force in the Battle of Seringapatam, where Tipu
Sultan, Maharaja of Mysore was defeated. After the
defeat of Tipu, he led the Mysore survey between
1799 and 1810 and one of the aims was to establish
the boundaries of the state as well as the territories
ceded by the Nizam. The survey consisted of
interpreters, a team of draftsmen and illustrators who
collected material on the natural history, geography,
architecture, history, customs, and folk tales of the
region.When he began the survey, he was concerned
that he had no linguistic skills and was more appalled
by the lack of British competence in south Indian
languages. Around the same time, the trigonometric
survey was proposed by William Lambton but there
was little collaboration between the two during the
Mysore survey. Mackenzie was told that his survey
was not to be “mere military or geographical
information, but that your enquiries are to be
extended to a statistical account of the whole
country.” However he was not provided enough
resources for this grand plan. He wrote to Barry Close
that he would not “descend to the minutiae” of
measuring cultivated and uncultivated land but would
instead focus on that which was of political and
military importance.

(d) Murshid Quli Khan
Ans. Ref.: See Chapter-22, Page No. 134,

‘Murshid Quli Khan: Administrative Measures’.
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1
Pre-State to State

INTRODUCTION

The formation of states is not an easy process. Of
course, we are indebted to the modern historians and
scholars, who after a great effort have brought to light
the various social backgrounds which led to the
formation of states. Actually, the state is not a monolithic
structure that is super-imposed from the above. Of
course, the formation of state is a transitional process
which achieves its aim by means of the stratification of
society. There are differences between the state
formation of North India and that of South India. The
first state in North India emerged in the mid Ist
millennium B.C. when the Aryans conquered the parts
of North India and the society bearing the structured
forms came out. The regions of North India evolved
with the Kshatriya class as the ruling class and the
peasantry as the producing groups. Hence, the
stratification of the society produced kingdoms
bestowed with the institutional structures. But the
process of the state formation in South India lies in the
differences and conflicts among the local groups. The
most important and powerful among them emerged as
the chieftains and finally the chiefdoms were founded.
Besides, trade and commerce, socio-culture background
are the pre-requisites for the formation of states. The
rulers of any state must be assisted by a band of
functionaries to carry out the functions of the state. For
which, the state must have a proper revenue system.
When the states come to be grounded with all these
facilities, they can perform the functions of some well
established states. In this chapter, all those functions,

EARLY STATE FORMATION

apart from the essential factors of the state formation,
have been discussed in detail, which makes it an
interesting chapter on the formation of states in India.
Further, students are also made familiar with the basic
trends of state formation in South India.

CHAPTER AT A GLANCE

OUR SOURCES PRE-STATE TO STATE
IN EARLY NORTH INDIA

The Harappan evidence, the Vedic texts,
Archaeological evidences, etc. are the important sources
which are available to us for the study of the transition
from pre-state to state in early North India.

How Important is the Harappan Evidence?
Some scholars have expected that the Harappan culture
was endowed with some kind of state like structures
but in the absence of textual evidences and any clear
cut idea about the nature of state which had ever existed,
we cannot rely on them. Further, it is difficult to link the
features of the Harrapan culture with the post-Harappan
culture also.

Vedic Texts: The early and later Vedic literature
secure our purposes to a great extent. The Rig-Veda is
the earliest form of the Vedic literature and the Yajur,
Sama and Athara-veda together with the Brahmanas and
the earliest sutra literature make the domain of the later
Vedic literature. It is hoped these texts might have been
composed between 1500-500 B.C. The four Vedas store
the prayers and chants while the Brahmanas and earliest
sutras make an excellent discussion on them. The myths,
rituals and legends contained in them are of great help
to the scholars for studying the development of the
political processes in ancient India.

POLITICAL STRUCTURES
IN INDIA

www.neerajbooks.com

www.neerajbooks.com
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Archaeology: Of course, our textual evidences are
sustained by the archaeological evidences. We find
several correspondences between the later Vedic texts
and the painted Grey ware culture. Both of these
evidences relate to the mid-Ganga valley besides having
similarity in the extent of the geographical area. Several
features of culture which were prevalent have similarities
in the area of agriculture, pastoralism, small cattles and
dub huts. Besides, these cultures were familiar with a
little use of iron, too. The presence of pottery further
boldens our idea about the importance of archaeological
evidences and its historical relevance.
SOME PROBLEMS TO KEEP IN MIND

While studying the sources of history to analyse
the formation of state, we must guard ourselves from a
certain things. That means we must give importance to
the factors that correlated to the different periods. If we
study the emergence of the Magadha empire separately,
it means we are not assisted by the sources contained in
the Vedic or later Vedic literature, which are deeply
concerned with political processes of the later Vedic
society. Further, there are some terms in history, which
went on changing its meaning in terms of the period.
For instance, the bali in the beginning was a simple
offering which later became some kind of offering made
to the chief. However, in the later Vedic period the
existence of bali was completely altered. Then, it
became a kind of regular tax. Therefore, such terms have
their own significance and the students must be
conscious while applying them in their analysis of the
historical facts.
THE EARLY VEDIC CONTEXT

From the prayers inherent in the Rig-Veda we come
to know that the dominant class of the society was
dependent on pastoralism specially cattle rearing for
subsistence. We find that in such a society the horse
had acquired a special position and the chariot drawn
by horses, of course, symbolized power. Similarly, the
term gopathi was the protector of cattles and also related
to deities. In the early Vedic society, there were various
terms which were bearing the essence of human contexts.

Some prayers are dedicated to the cattle raids,
which might be led by the chiefs and the booty thus
recovered used to be distributed in the assemblies called
the Vidatha. It is expected that these booties might be
distributed among the chiefs, his supporters and the
priests as they had a powerful role in the success of the
chiefs.

We find many terms to denote a particular thing in
the early Vedic period such as Agni symbolized the fire

God and Vispati was the leader of the Vis, which was
basically a social unit. It seems that the society was based
on a sense of shared existence in which responsibility
and resources were bore by the community as a whole.
In the same fashion we find the existence of Vispatni
which means women might have played some role of
substance in the early Vedic society. Apart from this,
Raja was related to the principal deities like Agni, Indra,
Soma and Varuna whereas Rajini symbolized the
Goddesses who are exceptional. Moreover, the divine
Raja was equivalent to the quality of ksatra who was
expected to be endowed with exceptional power.
Besides, we also find the existence of the human Rajas
who were praised by the Brahmanas. In such cases the
achievements of the human Raja were measured on the
ground of their victories in the battles and the degree of
gifts which they used to make towards the priests.
THE LATER VEDIC SCENARIO

Later Vedic texts make us familiar with the
complicated social and political relations and the role
played by the priests and their respective rulers to
regulate these social and political relations by means of
grand rituals like Rajasuya, Vajapeya and Asvamedha.

The Brahmana and the Raja: Of course, the varna
system dominated the scene of the later Vedic society.
We find an ideal relationship among the three upper
varnas of the later Vedic society. However, the relation
between the Brahmanas and the Rajas/Kshatriyas was
marked by a sense of tension as well as competition.
Their main conflicts lie in the areas of rituals where the
Brahamanas had declared themselves the specialists of
performing these rituals. And the Kshatriyas were the
patrons of these rituals and had some different ideas
about them. Actually, it was a question of sharing
resources between the Rajas and the Brahmanas who
valued wealth and had no limit to their greed. But when
the Kshatriyas were the patrons of these rituals, it was a
pertinent question of social status for them. But, of
course, relation between them developed smoothly as
both of them needed each other to complete their
existence. The Rajas used to perform the Rajasuya
rituals with the help of Brahmanas. By this ritual the
rule of the Rajas was legitimatized and his position was,
thus, enhanced in the society. For their act of performing
these rituals, the Brahmanas used to receive emmence
grants from the Kshatriyas. Hence, these rituals worked
as a device to transform the Kshatriya into the ruler.

What Happened to the Vis?: The Vis, of course,
symbolized the entire community. But when the
sacrificer was transformed into the Raja of the Vis
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through the major rituals like Rajasuya and the
Ashwamedha. The Vis was also identified as a particular
category which was absolutely different from the
Brahmanas and the Kshatriyas. Then, the vis became a
soft target of exploitation for the Rajas. They were
considered to be supportive as well as subordinate to
the Raja. Besides, the Rajas were entitled to appropriate
the resources generated by the Vis. For the rituals also
constructed and presented the relationships between the
Vis and the Rajas. This is how the existence of the
Vaisyas came into being. However, it had the other side
also. In the early Vedic society the Vis had some share
in the booty which they lost in the later Vedic period.
After this, sometimes, they preferred to leave the area
of the Rajas and settle in the other area. We have several
historical evidences with regard to their migration in
the later Vedic society.

Complex Rituals and their Implications: The
Rajasuya, Asvamedha and Vajapeya are the complex
rituals which have elaborately been discussed in the later
Vedic texts. The Asvamedha was the horse sacrifice
ritual in which a horse with a band of guards was allowed
to move over a year. During this period rituals were
continued at the sacrificial place. Of course, these rituals
were quite extended and always involved lots of
resources which might have been either received as gifts
or by show of force.

These rituals were mainly performed with the
objective of showing power. The remarkable point
contained in the Vajapeya was that the chariot race was
pre-destined to be ended in the victory of the Rajas/
Kshatriyas. Besides, these victories were connected with
the divine power which the Raja was expected to earn.
Hence, the rituals were the devices to show the power
of the Kshatriya and at the same time, earning the
subordination of the Vaisayas leaving the Brahmanas.

There is no denying the fact that these rituals might
have negative effects on the subjects as they involved
the wastage of resources unnecessarily. Besides, there
were several Kshatriyas who were not in favour of
conducting such rituals. Moreover, these rituals were
aimed at achieving the subordination of the social
categories, which was objected from the different groups
of the society. Therefore, the other devices of earning
legitimacy took birth in the society.

The ‘Jewels’ of the Realm: The ‘Jewels’ of the
Rajas were also known as the ratnins. They were the
very important functionaries, who were responsible for
carrying out the functions of the Rajas. For instance,
the caretaker of the sacrificial horse in the Asvamedha

was always chosen from these ratnins. Besides, the
purohita or the gramani also formed the ratnins of the
Rajas. The charioteer or suta, the ratnins, who helped
the Rajas in the battles and used to praise their
achievements. Moreover, Senani, the leader of the army
and the sangrahir, responsible for gathering resources
were also constituted the body of the ratnins, so called
the jewels of the realm. Apart from them, there were
several other ratnins endowed with the various functions
and who lost their importance in the later vedic society.
They were the bhagadugha, the aksavapa, the govikartr
and the palagala who helped the Rajas in their respective
ways.
EARLY HISTORICAL TAMIL POLITY
AS DESCRIBED IN SANGAM LITERATURE

Sangam literature is concerned with the corpus of
ancient Tamil heroic poems composed during the early
historic period of South India popularly known as the
Sangam Age. The composers of these heroic poems have
constructed the Sangam polity on the ground of political
ideas which they have expressed in those poems.
According to them, Ceras, Colas and Pandyas who have
been given special treatment in these poems were the
ruling lines of South Indian polity and they represented
the monarchical concepts of polity.

The Ceras: The South-western part of Tamilakam
was ruled over by the Ceras. The Ceras regions were
predominated by the heavy presence of hills and forests
which are given the special treatment in the Sangam
literature.

The Ceras were the great performers of velvi, which
were the Vedic sacrifices and they worshipped Korravai,
the war Goddess and Murugan. In the heroic poems they
have been compared with the Vedic Gods such as Surya,
Agni, Marut, the Pancabhutas, the constellations and
the navagrahas. Of course, it shows a degree of influence
related to the Vedic brahmanic as well as the Buddhist
culture.

In many heroic poems the Ceras are mentioned as
holding the supreme power over the other monarches
in the region. The chief Valluvan was a Cera subordinate
and was responsible for the military assistance as the
heroic poem states about him. The other chiefs who were
the Cera subordinates are also specially given a room
in the Sangam poems. Moreover, the separate collection
of poems which have been annexed to the Sangam
poems show the Cera lineage. According to these poems,
the Ceras were only a line of chieftains, who are highly
praised in the heroic poems which come in the unit of
ten lines. Further, these units are our best sources to
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know about the structure of political power, sources of
legitimacy and nature of authority which the Ceras had
preferred.  In these heroic poems we also find references
to the existence of the army of the classical-four-fold
division and with the support of this army, the Ceras
had conquered many rulers and made them accept their
soverginty. It might be possible that these poems would
have been composed in praise of the Ventar, the chiefly
lineage and so, they could be accepted as the mere
expression of reality. Apart from this, these poems also
make us familiar with the welfare works the Ceras started
in their region.

The Colas: In the heroic poems the Cola is
addressed as ‘Kavira Kilavon’ The cola ruled over the
land located in the Kaveri delta which was famous for
paddy and sugarcane. We find that some poems have
been composed in praise of chiefs, enati Tirukkuttuvan,
enati, Tirukkili and enati Tirukkannam. Certainly, these
enatis had served the Cola in various ways. Besides, we
come to know that Pannam and Aruvantai were the Cola
subordinates and responsible for the Cola military
assistance. During the Cola rule, the Ventar who played
the role of a revenue collector as the ventar was involved
in collecting paddy from the people. Moreover, some
poems are also dedicated to the exploits of warriors
during the Cola. In these poems the Cola rulers are highly
praised.

The Pandyas: The pandyas ruled over the regions
which were rich in pastoral and coastal fields. In the
poems, they have been referred as the rulers of
possessing excellent resources. We come to know from
the relevant sources that Nakan and Nampi were the
Pandya subordinates and they provided the Pandyas with
the military help whenever they needed it. Moreover,
the Pandya rulers had a high regard for their subjects.
There were some Pandya rulers like Maran Valuti who
was famous for his might and valour. Who had even
challenged the North Indian kings once. Of course, he
was one of the important Pandya rulers beside
Mutukutumi Peruvaluti.

The Political Structures: Historical Perspectives:
The historians of old generation have opined that the
Ceras, Colas and Pandyas endowed with some kind of
centralized political structure on the basis of the epics,
puranas and the Arthasastra as they have been expressed
in the poems. These historians have constructed the form
of central and provincial administration bearing a high
sense of typical monarchy. Ministers, the Council of
officials, standing army of fourfold divisions, delimited
territory, periodic taxations and officialdom were the

essential parts of the political structures during their
reign. N. Subrahmanian has also favoured the existence
of such a political machinery during the reign of the
Ceras, Colas and Pandyas. In the literature of the period
we find the existence of the councils such as Sabha,
aimperukuzhu and enpewerayam which consisted of the
representatives  of the people, the priests, the physicians,
the astrologers, army chiefs, envoys or ambassadors,
ministers and spies. However, in the absence of any
authentic historical evidences the modern scholars have
shift their ideas from them as they show patriotic
sentiments and a sense of regional pride.
PRE-STATE SITUATION IN SOUTH INDIA

In the conventional writing of history the ruling
class like the Ceras, Colas and Pandyas have been
assigned the status of dynasties and kingly rule. However,
the modern scholars have concentrated on their nature
of chiefdoms as their knowledge is based on the socio-
economics and political condition of the period which
is conducive to the pre-state, formation. Hunting rearing
animals, agriculture and craft production were the main
forms of subsistence found in the social and political
processes of Tamilakam. Further, primitive agriculture
and animal keeping were under the deep influence of
political regulation. The Tamil heroic poems throw
sufficient light on the subsistence pattern, socio-cultural
ideas and institutions found in the regions where the
Ceras, Colas and Pandyas had established their
dominance. Besides, people were linked with one
another by means of formal and informal device of
exchange and predatory relations. Of course, the people
in their region lived in group settlements called Ur. The
Ur. was considered to be the basic unit of production
and its development was based on the technologies
available to the locality. The economy and society were
non-stratified and the political science was guided and
controlled by the chiefdoms of various sizes which
presented an ideal condition of State formation.
CHIEFDOMS OF TAMILAKAM

We come to know about the knowledge of the
chiefdoms of Tamilakam from the Tamil heroic poems.
The Ashokan edicts of 3rd century B.C. have also
described the Ceras, Colas and Pandyas as the chief
chiefdoms of South India. The heroic poems describe
the different levels of power prevalent among the
chiefdoms, and they are known as the Killar, Velir and
Ventar. Actually, these three levels of power symbolize
the three systems of power sharing among the chiefdoms
of Tamilakam.
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